
 

In my absence due to a longstanding prior commitment, I thank the organisers for the opportunity to have this 
statement read out to outline my actions to date and general views. 

I fully appreciate that there are mixed opinions in the local community in relation to this project. 

When the detail of this proposal came to light, I personally spoke or corresponded with (to the best of my 
knowledge) all landholders of the proposed footprint to touch base and advise they could contact my office at any 
stage of this process. 

I have also regularly met with the three largest vegetable producers on the Lindenow flats and some of the smaller 
scale growers who have sought meetings, including several site visits. 

Early on, I had concerns raised with me by some locals, that the EES process may be bypassed. I therefore wrote 
to the two relevant Ministers requesting that should a proposal be lodged, I formally request an EES be 
undertaken. I also raised the need for an EES in Parliament. 

Around this time I took the opportunity to visit the Kulwin Mineral sands project in Western Victoria and while 
geographically very different to this proposal, it provided some general insights. 

Since the announcement of an EES, I have continued to meet with members of the local horticulture industry, 
members of Mine Free Glenaladale and other interested parties, over 50 meetings in all. 

When the so called “refinements” to the project were announced by the proponent, I thought the timing unfair on 
the community. I expressed this view strongly to the proponent and wrote to the Minister seeking to have the 
proposal taken back to the draft scoping stage. This was refused. 

With the EES now underway, over recent months I have met with representatives of the Technical Reference 
Group  (TRG) to receive updates and raise concerns. This has taken longer than expected due to having to get 
separate Ministerial approval for each meeting. 

This has included meeting with the Catchment Management Authority over potential run off and erosion fears; 
Southern Rural Water to discuss the as yet unanswered questions around water supply; the Environment 
Protection Authority over dust related matters; VicRoads over vehicle movement route concerns and the 
Department of Environment Land Water & Planning (DELWP), which has oversight and where I was pleasingly told 
elements of the EES are being peer reviewed. 

Over the course of the past 18 months my office has also made multiple representations to the Minister for 
Planning and the Earth Resources Regulator on separately raised issues. 

I have said I want an independent review of the EES on its completion and my view on this has not changed. I 
believe this project should be scrutinised heavily due to its proposed location. 

My position is the decision to have an EES completed is one I support, and an outcome I advocated for strongly. I 
believe getting this process completed, then having it independently reviewed is the correct and measured 
approach to make any determinations. 

By law, the proponent has the right to lodge a proposal and have it assessed and the processes are there to have 
such proposals heavily scrutinised and concerns thoroughly investigated. After my meetings with the TRG 
members, I am very confident this is being done and await the outcomes. 


